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Give your horse a gorgeous look! Charni Lewis provides step-by-step instructions for 30 mane and

tail braids for both casual outings and specialized events of all riding styles. Full-color photographs

and detailed illustrations bring every twist and turn to life, while also clearly demonstrating proper

hand positioning. Get inspired and experiment with a Scalloped mane braid or a Four-Strand Weave

for the tail. Not only will your horse look great, the time you spend braiding will help develop that

special bond between you and your horse.Ã‚Â 
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Ã¢â‚¬Å“Bottom line: This book could save your hands, your time, and probably your sanity.Ã¢â‚¬Â•

-Horsemen's Yankee PedlarÃ‚Â 

Show Off Your Horse's Good Looks. Braiding is the final touch that gives your horse a polished,

well-turned-out appearance. When it's not show day, braiding can preserve a long mane or full tail,

or provide a fun, calming activity for horse and rider. Learn the details that can help you master 30

braids suiting every discipline, including hunter, dressage, saddle-seat, Western, and draft.

Liked the equipment list, the tips were great! I have a pony in harness, took a couple of ideas for

tails. Nice examples for several disciplines. Very good instructions, pictures were good, too. I'd

recommend it



I Love this book. So much so that I've bought it 3 times... I keep giving it to horse people then find I

need it... Beautifully done and easy to understand. You'll be a pro in no time..

I bought this for my grand niece - the only horse person in our family :( I'm doing pretty much

anything I can to encourage her. I thought she would enjoy braiding her ponies and her mom's

horse's manes and tails. I included in the package a braiding kit with tools, rubber bands, ribbons,

etc.. I really appreciated that you can hang this book up as a ready reference while braiding.

I had often admired the great braid jobs at shows and in horse photos. This book tells you

everything you need and need to know to be a successful groom/braider. From technique, to tools

this book has it all. The publisher was clever enough to make it durable enough to be barn and

show worthy. It will stand up to the rigors of the tack trunk where I consider it to be a must! Riders

and grooms of every discipline will benefit from this great book.

I like all of the different kinds of braids that are shown and how to do these, along with some short

cuts that are very helpful. I also liked that different "braid categories" were shown like for

Hunter/Jumper, Dressage, and so on.

I learned a lot of new braiding techniques from this book. Easy to follow with clear photos.

Great instructional manual has very detailed pictures and easy-to-follow instructions.

I really liked this book because it had easy to follow instructions and there were pictures to help

explain how to do each braid. Very helpful if you need a certain braid for certain classes or

competitions for your horse.
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